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Abstract
We identify the leading finite-size (Lu¨scher-type) correction to the energy of open strings ending
on maximal giant gravitons. In particular we obtain the leading finite size correction at weak ’t
Hooft coupling and in the planar limit to the energy of very short vacuum states. These results are
shown to agree with certain 1, 2, 3 and 4-loop dual gauge theory perturbative calculations, which
we also perform.
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1 Introduction
As a result of much progress in recent years (see e.g. [1–5]) using the methods of integrable systems,
the spectrum of anomalous dimensions of single-trace operators in planar N = 4 super Yang-Mills
theory can now be computed exactly, for any value of the ’t Hooft coupling, in the limit in which
these operators are very long. It is believed that this spectrum, or equivalently (on the string side
of the AdS/CFT correspondence [6]) that of the energies of free strings in AdS5 × S5 with large
angular momentum, is fully determined by a certain system of asymptotic Bethe ansatz (ABA)
equations [7].
Much recent effort [8] has therefore focussed on extending these results to operators of finite
length (meaning traces of finitely many fields) where “wrapping effects” [9] not captured by the
ABA [10] must be taken into account. It now appears that the correct framework for performing
these computations is that of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) [11], which allows physical
quantities for a system of finite size to be extracted from the infinite-volume data (specifically,
from the asymptotic S-matrix [12]). A most remarkable result, obtained in the last year, was the
computation, using methods based on TBA ideas and on the work of Lu¨scher [13], of the leading
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weak-coupling finite-size correction to the anomalous dimension of the Konishi operator [14]. This
occurs at four-loop order in the ’t Hooft coupling and involves an intricate sum of rational and
transcendental pieces. When this correction is included, the complete answer for the anomalous
dimension matches that obtained by the (technically daunting) direct gauge-theory calculation [16].
This is strong evidence that the TBA approach is correct. More recently, a string hypothesis has
been formulated for the mirror model [17] and the TBA equations and associated Y-system for
AdS/CFT have been proposed [18–21].
In the present work we begin the study of finite-size effects for operators with boundaries, or
equivalently, for open strings. In various setups, open strings are integrable classically [22] and in
the weak coupling limit [23]. In those cases integrability is believed to hold at all values of the
coupling [24,25]. There are various motivations for considering the question of open-boundary finite-
size effects. In the first place, open strings are part of the spectrum of the theory and eventually
one would like to have the tools to describe them. To this end, it is indispensable to incorporate the
finite size corrections to the open-boundaries asymptotic Bethe ansatz. The boundary version of
the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (BTBA) [26] should be the framework for doing so. As we recall
below, the general structure of BTBA equations can be used to extract the form of the leading
Lu¨scher-type correction to the ground state energy for the worldsheet QFT defined in a strip of
finite width L. In this article, we will compute such leading finite size corrections.
A second, and maybe more important motivation, is that the open boundaries setup will provide
an excellent laboratory, where a variety of simple calculations can be carried through to test the
correctness of the TBA method as the tool for incorporating finite size corrections in the planar
AdS/CFT spectrum. To begin with, there is a non-trivial ground-state BTBA calculation to
be done, in contrast to the closed case, because the Bethe vacuum state is no longer protected by
supersymmetry – and, though there are various approaches to computing excited-state energies [27],
it is always the ground-state energy which emerges most directly from TBA methods. Moreover,
as we shall discuss, the leading finite-size effects can appear as early as 1- or 2-loop order in weak-
coupling perturbation theory. For such cases it will be easy to perform explicit computations in
the dual N = 4 SYM gauge theory to compare with the worldsheet QFT.
Another interesting feature of the open boundaries setup is the following interplay between
alternative reference vacua. When using a Bethe ansatz to describe the spectrum of open strings
attached to giant gravitons (spherical D3-branes carrying angular momentum), there are two phys-
ically inequivalent possibilities: either both the D-brane and the reference state carry angular
momentum in the same direction, or they do not. In the dual conformal field theory this translates
to using the same, or two different, scalar fields to represent the D-brane and the reference state.
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Now, if a few impurities are added to a very short reference state, we can swap the roles between
impurities and background fields. Consider for instance the operator
OZ(Y ZY ) ≡ ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNZ
j1
i1
· · ·ZjN−1iN−1 (Y ZY )
jN
iN
. (1)
One can choose to regard this as a state with boundary impurities Y in a background of scalar
fields Z or, alternatively, as a state with a bulk impurity Z in a background of scalar fields Y . The
asymptotic Bethe ansa¨tze for these possibilities will not give the same answer for the anomalous
dimension, and, of course, neither of them will give the correct finite-volume anomalous dimension.
Each will nevertheless capture the finite-volume anomalous dimension up to certain order in the
perturbative weak-coupling expansion. And, interestingly, one of the points of view will be more
efficient, in the sense that it will capture the exact anomalous dimension to a higher loop order
than the alternative point of view.
This constitutes a potentially powerful tool for producing tests of BTBA results, without per-
forming explicit perturbative calculations: one can simply use the asymptotic Bethe ansatz answer
of the more efficient point of view to test the finite size corrected answer of the less efficient point of
view. It should be emphasized that this interplay between alternative points of view is an attribute
of the open boundaries cases exclusively. One could also swap the roles between impurities and
background fields in a short single trace. However, the asymptotic Bethe ansatz and the finite size
corrected answers would be essentially the same.
This paper is structured as follows: after quickly listing our conventions, we recall in section 2
some details of the boundary states setup and the boundary Lu¨scher corrections. Then in sections 3
and 4 we apply this method to compute the corrections to the energies of strings ending on “Y = 0”
and “Z = 0” (in the sense of [24]) maximal giant gravitons. We conclude with some comments on
future possibilities in section 5. The reflection matrix for Q-magnon bound states is given in an
appendix.
1.1 Notation and Conventions
The idea behind the TBA approach is that the partition function of an integrable 2-dimensional
QFT may be evaluated either in the original (physical) theory or in the mirror theory. The latter
is obtained through a double Wick rotation that takes p 7→ iE and E 7→ ip.
Having this in mind, let us quickly set up our conventions to characterize particles in both the
physical and the mirror models. Bound states of Q ∈ {1, 2, . . . } magnons are described by the
spectral parameters x±, which satisfy the mass-shell condition
x+ +
1
x+
− x− − 1
x−
=
iQ
g
, (2)
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where g is related to the ’t Hooft coupling of the gauge theory by λ = 16π2g2. The momentum p
and energy E of a physical bound state of magnons are given by
eip =
x+
x−
, E = Q+ 2ig
(
1
x+
− 1
x−
)
, (3)
and they satisfy the physical dispersion relation
E2 = Q2 + 16g2 sin(p2 )
2 . (4)
Alternatively, bound states of magnons can be described by a generalized rapidity ζ using Jacobi
elliptic functions:
x±(ζ) =
Q
4g
(
cn(ζ, k2)
sn(ζ, k2)
± i
)
(1 + dn(ζ, k2)) . (5)
The momentum p(ζ) and energy E(ζ) obey
p(ζ) = 2am(ζ, k2) , sin(p(ζ)2 ) = sn(ζ, k
2) , E(ζ) = Qdn(ζ, k2) , (6)
Here the elliptic modulus k2 = −16g2
Q2
is real for real values of the coupling g. The rapidity ζ takes
values on the complex torus defined by ζ ∼ ζ + 2ω1 ∼ ζ + 2ω2, with the half-periods
ω1 = 2K(k
2) , ω2 = 2iK(1 − k2)− 2K(k2) , (7)
where K(k2) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. For real g, ω1 ∈ R and ω2 ∈ iR.
The shift ζ 7→ ζ ± ω1 leaves x±(ζ) invariant. But sending ζ 7→ ζ ± ω2 performs a crossing
transformation between the forward and backward mass-shells:
x±(ζ ± ω2) = 1
x±(ζ)
, E(ζ ± ω2) = −E(ζ) , p(ζ ± ω2) = −p(ζ) . (8)
The double Wick rotation that will take us to the mirror theory in the TBA approach can
also be implemented through a shift of the physical rapidity [37]. Thus, we introduce the mirror
rapidity ζ˜, which we take to be
ζ˜ = ζ +
ω2
2
. (9)
The mirror momentum q and energy E˜, are defined by
q = iE =
√
1− k2Q sc(ζ˜ , k2), E˜ = ip = 2i arcsin
(
Q
4ig
dc(ζ˜ , k2)
)
. (10)
The particle is on-shell for all values of ζ, or ζ˜, but it has real energy and momentum only for
real ζ, and real mirror energy and momentum only for real ζ˜. Thus, physical particles have real ζ
and mirror particles have real ζ˜. By convention, we shall write the spectral parameters of mirror
particles as z±, reserving x± for physical particles.
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Note that, in contrast to relativistic theories, physical and mirror particles possess different
kinematics. The mirror dispersion relation reads
sinh( E˜2 )
2 =
Q2 + q2
16g2
. (11)
Also, on the real interval (−ω12 , ω12 ) the function p(ζ) ∈ R is odd and increases monotonically, with
p(ζ)→ ±π as ζ → ±ω1
2
, (12)
while mirror magnon momentum can take any real value
q(ζ˜)→ ±∞ as ζ˜ → ±ω1
2
. (13)
2 Boundary States, Lu¨scher corrections and Boundary TBA
Let us recall some details of the boundary state formalism [28], boundary Lu¨scher corrections and
the boundary thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equation [26, 29]. We write L for the system size, i.e.
the distance between the left and right boundaries (the units of L and its interpretation in the
AdS/CFT context are discussed below). Consider compactifying the Euclidean time direction of
the system on a circle of circumference R. Then, as usual in TBA approaches, the idea is that the
partition function Z(L,R) may be evaluated in two different ways (figure 1). On the one hand,
Z(L,R) = trHP (L)e
−RHP (L) (14)
where HP (L) and HP (L) are the Hilbert space and Hamiltonian of the original, physical, theory.
They depend on the system size, and, in the present case, also encode the details of the boundary
conditions. In the limit R→∞,
Z(L,R) ∼ e−R(E0(L)−E0(∞)), (15)
where E0(L) is the energy of the lowest lying state of the system as a function of L, which is the
quantity we would like to compute.
Alternatively, we can regard the system as evolving in the Euclidean time direction of the mirror
theory (which we think of as running from right to left). Provided R is very large, we may take
the time evolution operator HM and space of states HM to be simply those of the mirror theory
in infinite volume. What were the right and left boundaries now correspond to, respectively, the
initial and final states, and the partition function is thus of the form
Z(L,R) = 〈Bleft| e−LHM |Bright〉 . (16)
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LR L
R
|Bright〉
|Bleft〉
Physical Mirror
Figure 1: Alternative viewpoints for the partition function Z(L,R)
Such boundary states |B〉 were first introduced by Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov [28]. For a discus-
sion of their appearance in the present context see [33]. The expansion of the initial/right boundary
state in the basis of scattering out-states of the mirror theory is written
|Bright〉 = |0〉 +
∫ ω1
2
0
dζ˜ |r,−ζ˜ ; t, ζ˜〉Krt(ζ˜) + . . . (17)
where · · · represent terms with more particles.1 Intuitively, |B〉 can be thought of as encoding all
possible scattering processes of particles against the boundary. In particular its overlap with the
two-particle mirror out-state |r,−ζ˜ ; t, ζ˜〉 (ζ˜ > 0) is proportional to the amplitude for the reflection
process r¯ → t at (non-real) rapidity −ζ˜ + ω22 in the physical theory:
t, ζ˜ − ω22
r¯,−ζ˜ + ω22
Crr¯r,−ζ˜ − ω22
(18)
Thus
Krt(ζ˜) = Crr¯RR r¯t(−ζ˜ + ω22 ) (19)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix and RR(ζ) is the reflection matrix for the right boundary.
The integral above is over all positive real mirror momenta (c.f. 13) and thus over all two-particle
1If the boundary has a one-particle interaction, |B〉 may also have overlap with a one-particle state of zero
rapidity. One-particle interactions are discussed below.
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out-states with vanishing total mirror momentum. It must also be possible to write the boundary
state in terms of the basis of mirror in-states, and by convention this decomposition is written
|Bright2 〉 =
∫ ω1
2
0
dζ˜ |r, ζ˜ ; t,−ζ˜〉Krt(−ζ˜). (20)
The in- and out-bases are related by the mirror S-matrix according to
|p, ζ˜; q, ζ˜ ′〉 = Strpq(ζ˜ , ζ˜ ′) |r, ζ˜ ′; t, ζ˜〉 , (21)
which holds both for ζ˜ > ζ˜ ′ and ζ˜ < ζ˜ ′ by virtue of unitarity of the S matrix,
Strpq(ζ˜ , ζ˜ ′)Sxyrt (ζ˜ ′, ζ˜) = δypδxq . (22)
It follows that we must have
Kpq(ζ˜)Strpq(−ζ˜ , ζ˜) = Krt(−ζ˜) p,−ζ˜ q, ζ˜
t,−ζ˜r, ζ˜
t,−ζ˜r, ζ˜
When combined with the demand that (19) should hold for ζ˜ < 0 as well as ζ˜ > 0, this constitutes
a constraint on the reflection matrix R(ζ), called the Boundary Crossing-Unitarity condition. This
condition plays a major part in constraining the overall scalar factor of the reflection matrices
[24,30–33].
The left boundary, corresponding to the final state, is most naturally pictured in terms of mirror
in-states.
〈Bleft2 | =
∫ ω1
2
0
dζ˜ RLpq¯(ζ˜ − ω22 )Cq¯q 〈p, ζ˜; q,−ζ˜| . (23)
Thus, in view of (20) and the equation above, the overlap between the two-particle final state
at Euclidean time L and the two-particle initial state is2
〈Bleft2 | e−LHM |Bright2 〉 ∼ δ(0)
∫ ω1
2
0
dζ˜ e−2E˜(ζ˜)L χ(ζ˜)
∼ R
2π
∫ ω1
2
0
dq
dζ˜
dζ˜ e−2E˜(ζ˜)L χ(ζ˜) =
R
2π
∫ ∞
0
dq e−2E˜(q)L χ(q) , (24)
2The δ(0) singularity comes from a δ(ζ˜ − ζ˜′)2 in the integral. As in the relativistic case [26], it is best to change
variables to momentum in order to regularize. Doing so gives rise to a Jacobian factor δ(ζ˜ − ζ˜′)2 ∼ R
2pi
dq
dζ˜
δ(ζ˜ − ζ˜′).
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where
χ(ζ˜) = RLpq¯(ζ˜ − ω22 )RRp¯q(ζ˜ + ω22 )Cpp¯Cq¯q
= RLpq¯(ζ˜ − ω22 )RLp¯q(−ζ˜ − ω22 )Cpp¯Cq¯q = RLpq¯(ζ)RLp¯q(−ζ − ω2)Cpp¯Cq¯q. (25)
In the second line we used parity (RR(ζ) = RL(−ζ)). This quantity χ(ζ˜) is a key ingredient in
the boundary TBA equation and includes all the particles of the mirror theory. In particular, in
our case, this will involve an infinite sum over magnon bound-states. We will write χQ(q) for the
contribution from the Q-magnon bound states, whose energy E˜Q(q) is given by eq. (10). Now, in
the R→∞ limit
e−R(E0(L)−E0(∞)) ∼ 1 + R
2π
∞∑
Q=1
∫ ∞
0
dq e−2E˜Q(q)L χQ(q) + · · · (26)
In many cases, this two-particle contribution to the partition function dominates the leading finite
size correction to the ground state energy.
However, this is not so in the case of Z = 0 giant gravitons we consider in section 4. Rather,
it will turn out that the leading finite size correction comes from a one-particle interaction at
the boundary. Such interactions are encoded in the pole structure of the reflection matrix, and,
as we now recall, one way to calculate their form is from the general structure of boundary TBA
equations [34]. In a boundary thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (BTBA), the exact finite size correction
for the energy of the ground state is given by
E0(L)− E0(∞) = − 1
2π
∞∑
Q=1
∫ ∞
0
dq log(1 + χQ(q)e
−ǫQ(q)) , (27)
which has to be fed with a set of functions ǫQ(q), known as pseudo-energies, that (together with
additional pseudo-energies the higher levels of nesting) solve a set of BTBA equations. We do
not attempt to derive the set of BTBA equations for this system here. For the leading order
corrections we are concerned with, let us note that the pseudoenergies of the physical particles
have the following asymptotics in the limit of large L,
ǫQ(q) ≃ 2LE˜Q(q) . (28)
We will assume (based on the form of iterative approximations to solutions of the simpler BTBA
equations of purely diagonal-scattering models [26]) that the correction to this equation isO(e−2LE˜Q(q)).
Although in general (28) is regarded as an infrared, i.e. large L, asymptotic [34], it is possible to
regard it instead as a weak coupling limit, because the ’t Hooft coupling dependence of the mirror
bound state magnons is such that
e−2LE˜Q(q) ≃
(
4g2
Q2 + q2
)2L
≪ 1 for g2 ≪ 1 and any L. (29)
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Thus the leading finite size (i.e. Lu¨scher-type) correction, which we will be using in this paper, is
E(0)0 (L)− E0(∞) = −
1
2π
∞∑
Q=1
∫ ∞
0
dq log(1 + χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q)) . (30)
and what we will mean by leading finite size correction is, more precisely, the leading order in the
weak coupling expansion of (30).
There are two essentially different possibilities for approximating this integral, depending whether
or not the boundaries have one-particle interactions. Such interactions are present when the re-
flection matrix has a simple pole at the imaginary rapidity ζ = ω22 (−ω22 ) for a right (respectively,
left) boundary. If there are no such interactions, each χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q) is much smaller than 1 for
all values of the momentum q and the leading order of (30) is captured by
E(0)0 (L)− E0(∞) ≃ −
1
2π
∞∑
Q=1
∫ ∞
0
dqχQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q) , (31)
which is exactly the 2-particle contribution in (26).
On the other hand, if there are such one-particle interactions with the boundaries for some
value of Q, χQ(q) will have a double pole at q = 0. The expression (31) for the leading finite
size correction is still valid. However, log(1 + χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q)) can no longer be approximated by
χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q) as q approaches 0. Let us consider a case in which
χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q) ∼ C
2
q2
for q → 0 . (32)
Following [34], we can simply re-write (30) as
E0(L)− E0(∞) = − 1
2π
∫ ∞
0
dq log
(
1 +
C2
q2
)
− 1
2π
∫ ∞
0
dq log
(
1 + χQ(q)e
−2LE˜Q(q)
1 + C
2
q2
)
. (33)
The first integral can be exactly solved, and the second one is sub-leading. Therefore,
E0(L)− E0(∞) = −1
2
|C|+O(C2) . (34)
It is this equation which will generate all the non-trivial finite size corrections we will compute
in the present work. To proceed, we only need to compute the functions χQ(q) for our cases of
interest.
3 Y = 0 brane
In this section we shall consider an open string carrying J units of Z charge and ending on a
Y = 0 maximal giant graviton (which is a D3-brane carrying angular momentum along the Y
direction [24,35]). The corresponding operator in the dual conformal field theory is
OY (ZJ) = ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNY
j1
i1
· · ·Y jN−1iN−1 (ZJ)
jN
iN
. (35)
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Perturbative computations show that the anomalous dimension of this operator vanishes in the
large N limit [36]. However, this is not a BPS operator and one should ask whether, when the
range of interaction exceeds (twice) the length of the vacuum state, a finite size correction could
not lift the vanishing energy of the vacuum state.
To search for finite size corrections in this model, using the BTBA in the worldsheet QFT, we
need the boundary reflection matrices for all asymptotic states in the mirror theory. These states
are accommodated in an infinite sum of short multiplets of su(2|2)2.The su(2|2) commutation
relations are3.
[Rab,J
c] = δcbJ
a − 12δab Jc , [Rab,Jc] = −δac Jb + 12δab Jc ,
[Lαβ,J
γ ] = δγβJ
α − 12δαβJγ , [Lαβ ,Jγ ] = −δαγ Jβ + 12δαβJγ ,
{Qαa,Qβb} = ǫαβǫabP , {Saα,Sbβ} = ǫαβǫabK ,
{Saα,Qβb} = δabLβα + δβαRab + δab δβαC .
The transformation rules for a magnon in the fundamental representation are given by
Rab|φc〉 = δcb |φa〉 − 12δab |φc〉 , Lαβ|ψγ〉 = δγβ |ψα〉 − 12δαβ |ψγ〉 ,
Qαa|φb〉 = a δba|ψα〉 , Qαa|ψβ〉 = b ǫαβǫab|φb〉 ,
Saα|φb〉 = c ǫabǫαβ|ψβ〉 , Saα|ψβ〉 = d δβα|φa〉 ,
(36)
and for the three central extensions we have
C|X 〉 = 1
2
(ad+ bc)|X 〉 , P|X 〉 = ab|X 〉 , K|X 〉 = cd|X 〉 , (37)
where the parameters (a, b, c, d) are completely specified by a the momentum p of the magnon and
a phase e2iξ .
The asymptotic states in the mirror theory are believed to transform in antisymmetric 4Q-
dimensional representations of each su(2|2) algebra factor [37]. We can characterize these multiplets
components, labelled by an index i, in terms of fundamental components in the following way
[38,39]. The first 2Q components correspond to φ{α1,··· ,αQ} for 1 ≤ i ≤ Q+1 and to φ{α1,··· ,αQ−2}[a,b]
for Q + 2 ≤ i ≤ 2Q. These are bosonic or fermionic for Q odd or even. The remaining 2Q
components correspond to ψ{α1,··· ,αQ−1}a. The su(2|2) transformation rules on these multiplets can
be obtained using (36) and (a, b, c, d) parameters
a =
√
g
Q
η , b =
√
g
Q
iei2ξ
η
(
z+
z−
− 1
)
, c = −
√
g
Q
ηe−i2ξ
z+
, d =
√
g
Q
z+
iη
(
1− z
−
z+
)
, (38)
where our preferred choice for η is
η(p, ei2ξ) = eiξe
ip
4
√
iz− − iz+ , (39)
3We are using fundamental representation indices a, b, · · · = 1, 2 and α, β, · · · = 3, 4
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and z± are the bound state spectral parameters
eip =
z+
z−
, z+ +
1
z+
− z− − 1
z−
=
iQ
g
. (40)
The boundary scattering matrix for these bound state multiplets, in the case we are considering
in this section, is obtained by demanding that an su(1|2)2 ⊂ su(2|2)2 symmetry be preserved
by the reflection. This su(1|2)2 is the subset of the vacuum symmetries that also preserves the
boundary. To do this one has to bear in mind that the action of a left boundary reflection changes
the representation labels in the following way:
RQ : (p, ei2ξ) −→ (−p, ei2ξe2ip) . (41)
For Q = 1 this was done in [24]. For a generic Q the resulting reflection matrix is also diagonal
and entirely fixed up to an overall scalar function. For each su(1|2) we obtain:
RQ(ζ) = R0(ζ)diag(
Q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, · · · , 1,
Q−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1, · · · ,−1,
Q︷ ︸︸ ︷
−e i2p, · · · ,−e i2p,
Q︷ ︸︸ ︷
e−
i
2
p, · · · , e− i2p) . (42)
As seen in the previous section, for the boundary Lu¨scher correction we need the function
χQ(ζ) = (RQ(ζ))
i
j(RQ(−ζ − ω2))klCjlCik . (43)
Under ζ → −ζ − ω2, the momentum dependence is unchanged: p → p. The action of the charge
conjugation matrix on a bound state can be obtained from the action of C on a fundamental
magnon, which we take as [37]
Cij =

 −iǫab 0
0 ǫαβ

 . (44)
On pairs of upstairs and downstairs fundamental indices, we have
C1lC1kRk···l··· = −R2···2··· , C2lC2kRk···l··· = −R1···1··· , (45)
C3lC3kRk···l··· = −R4···4··· , C4lC4kRk···l··· = −R3···3··· . (46)
Therefore
CRQ(−ζ−ω2)C−1 = R0(−ζ−ω2)diag(
Q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, · · · , 1,
Q−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1, · · · ,−1,
Q︷ ︸︸ ︷
e−
i
2
p, · · · , e− i2p,
Q︷ ︸︸ ︷
−e i2p, · · · ,−e i2p) (47)
and χQ turns out to be exactly vanishing,
χQ(ζ) = R20(ζ)R20(−ζ − ω2)tr

diag( 2Q︷ ︸︸ ︷1, · · · , 1, 2Q︷ ︸︸ ︷−1, · · · ,−1)


2
= 0 . (48)
Thus, the vacuum state energy remains vanishing for any finite length J .
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4 Z = 0 brane
A more interesting situation to consider is a Z = 0 maximal giant graviton with an open string,
whose ground state carries angular momentum along the Z direction. Now, the dual conformal
field theory operator looks like
OZ(XlZJXr) = ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNZ
j1
i1
· · ·ZjN−1iN−1 (XlZJXr)
jN
iN
. (49)
In this case there are some boundary degrees of freedom Xl and Xr attached to the ends of the open
chain. We will focus on the case in which Xl and Xr transform in the fundamental representation4
under both copies of su(2|2)2. The central charges of these boundary degrees of freedom are
non-trivial and such that the total energy of the ground state (49) is [24]
E0 = 2
√
1 + 4g2 . (50)
This expression is expected to be exact to all orders in g2 only in the limit J → ∞. For any
finite length vacuum, the energy (50) is valid only up to certain finite order in the weak coupling
expansion. Indeed, the analogue of the closed-chain “wrapping effects” here is when the range of
the interaction allows the boundary degrees of freedom to perceive each other. This leads one to
expect that the leading finite size correction should occur at g2J+2. Later we will present explicit
computations showing that this is so. Interestingly, that will mean that the leading contribution
comes from a term with e−JE˜ rather than e−2JE˜. This is characteristic of a theory with one-particle
interactions at the boundaries, and should manifest itself as a double-pole in the function χ(q).
In what follows, we will use the boundary Lu¨scher correction presented in section 2 to compute
the leading finite size correction to the vacuum energy (50), in the weak coupling limit and for any
J . Again, we need to compute the boundary reflection matrices for all asymptotic states in the
mirror theory.
For the fundamental boundary degree of freedom we use the following parameters,
aB =
√
gηB , bB = −√g ie
i2ξ
ηB
, cB = −√g ηBe
−i2ξ
xB
, dB =
√
g
xB
iηB
, (51)
where our preferred choice for ηB is
ηB(e
i2ξ) = eiξ
xB
i
, xB +
1
xB
=
i
g
. (52)
Therefore, bulk and boundary magnons are specified by (p, ei2ξ) × (ei2ξeip)B . The action of a
boundary reflection changes these labels in the following way [24]: for a left boundary,
(−e2iξ)B × (p, e2iξ)→ (−e2iξe2ip)B × (−p, e2iξe2ip) , (53)
4Other possibilities exist if one adds fundamental matter to the gauge theory, corresponding to probe D-branes [40].
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while for a right boundary
(p, e2iξ)× (e2iξeip)B → (−p, e2iξ)× (e2iξe−ip)B . (54)
The reflection matrix of Q = 1 bulk magnons was obtained in [24] by imposing the requirement
that the full su(2|2)2 symmetry be preserved. We have extended this for generic Q bulk magnons
and again the boundary reflection matrix is obtained, up to an overall scalar function. We present
the details of this derivation in the appendix B.
From now on, we will focus on the leading finite size correction for an operator
OZ(Y ZJY ) = ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNZ
j1
i1
· · ·ZjN−1iN−1 (Y ZJY )
jN
iN
. (55)
By taking the boundary impurities to be Y , the whole operator is in a su(2) closed sub-sector,
and several explicit weak coupling computations can be made to compare against the finite size
corrections obtained from the boundary Lu¨scher correction.
We need to compute χQ(ζ) and evaluate it in the weak coupling limit. In order to perform this
computation, we will split χQ(ζ) into scalar and matrix part factors
χQ(ζ) = Rsl(2)Q (ζ)Rsl(2)Q (−ζ − ω2)
(
(RQ(ζ))1,i1,j(RQ(−ζ − ω2))1,k1,l CjlCik
)2
, (56)
where Rsl(2)Q (ζ) stands for the scattering factor of a sl(2) bound state, which can be obtained by
standard fusion rules. In the remaining factor, (RQ(ζ))1,i1,j is the reflection of an antisymmetric
Q-bound state in which the component R3,{3,···3}3,{3,···3} has been set to 1.
4.1 Matrix part factor
For the matrix part, only certain diagonal components will contribute. In particular, we need
(RQ(ζ))1,i1,i =


a5,5(−ζ) 1 ≤ i ≤ Q+ 1
2a8,8(−ζ) Q+ 2 ≤ i ≤ 2Q
a9,9(−ζ) 2Q+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 3Q
a3,3(−ζ)+a9,9(−ζ)
2 3Q+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 4Q
(57)
where ai,j(−ζ) = ai,j(−z−,−z+) for the functions displayed in appendix B. Then,
(RQ(ζ))1,i1,jCik(RQ(−ζ − ω2))1,k1,l Clj = (Q+ 1)a5,5(−ζ)a5,5(ζ + ω2) + 4(Q− 1)a8,8(−ζ)a8,8(ζ + ω2)
+
Q
2
a9,9(ζ)(a3,3(−ζ − ω2) + a9,9(−ζ − ω2))
+
Q
2
(a3,3(ζ) + a9,9(ζ))a9,9(−ζ − ω2)
=
2Q(z+ + z−)(x2B − 1)(x2B(z−)2 + (z+)2)
(z+ − z−)(xB − z+)(xB − z−)(1 + xBz+)(1 + xBz−) (58)
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The coupling dependence of the spectral parameters of the mirror bound state and of the boundary
parameter xB are
z± =
1
4g
(√
1 +
16g2
Q2 + q2
± 1
)
(q + iQ) , xB =
i
2g
(
1 +
√
1 + 4g2
)
. (59)
Using this, the weak coupling limit for the matrix part is5(
(RQ(ζ))1,i1,jCik(RQ(−ζ − ω2))1,k1,l Cjl
)2
=
4Q2(q2 +Q2)2
((Q− 2)2 + q2)2 +O(g
2) . (60)
4.2 Scalar factor
We still have to fix the scalar factor in the reflection matrices of anti-symmetric representation
magnons. We can do this by fixing the boundary scattering factor of a sl(2) bound state using
fusion rules, in terms of the scattering factors of elementary Q = 1 constituents. If we use (z+, z−)
for the bound state spectral parameters, the elementary constituents (z+1 , z
−
1 ), . . . , (z
+
Q , z
−
Q) can be
taken such that
z−1 = z
− , z+1 = z
−
2 , · · · z+Q = z+ . (61)
We will need boundary and bulk scattering factors involving the elementary Q = 1 constituents,
as it is sketched in fig. 2.
For a Q = 1 magnon, the scalar factor is obtained by imposing crossing symmetry [31],
Rsl(2)(x) = R20(x)σ(x,−x)σ(x1,−x)2σ(x2,−x)2 , (62)
where
R20(x) = −
(
x−
x+
)2(
xB − x−
xB + x+
)(
xB +
1
x+
xB − 1x−
)(
xB + x
−
xB − x+
)(
xB +
1
x−
xB − 1x+
)
, (63)
and σ(x, y) is the dressing factor of the bulk S-matrix, while x1 and x2 refer to fundamental magnons
with spectral parameters (x+1 = xB , x
−
1 = i) and (x
+
2 = i, x
−
2 = −xB). We use a sl(2) superscript
to indicate that this is the factor when the matrix is normalized to 1 for the 3-3 reflection.
Therefore, the scalar factor for the antisymmetric representation reflection matrix is6
Rsl(2)Q (z) =
Q∏
i=1
Rsl(2)(zi)
Q∏
j<k
Ssl(2)(−zj , zk) , (64)
where Rsl(2)(z) is defined in (62) and
Ssl(2)(x, y) = S
2
0 (x, y)
σ2(x, y)
, S20 (x, y) =
(x+ − y−)(1− 1
x−y+
)
(x− − y+)(1− 1
x+y−
)
. (65)
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z2
−z2
z3
−z3
z1
−z1
Figure 2: Sketch of a bound state reflection, in terms of elementary constituents scatterings.
A few comments are in order about this scalar factor. Firstly, the number of elementary scalar
factors (Q
2+Q
2 ) is larger than in the case of a bulk scattering fusion rule (Q). Secondly, some of
the dressing factors appearing in (64), when evaluated for magnons on-shell in the mirror theory,
are not going to be 1 at leading order in the weak coupling expansion. Therefore, it would be
difficult to know, even at leading order, the analytic continuation of an individual scalar factor
Rsl(2)Q (z). However, what is needed for the finite size correction is Rsl(2)Q (z(ζ)) · Rsl(2)Q (z(−ζ − ω2)).
Fortunately, major simplifications occur for this particular product.
Contributions to Rsl(2)Q (ζ) · Rsl(2)Q (−ζ − ω2) can be conveniently split into three factors,
χI0 =
∏
j<k
S20 (−ζj, ζk)S20 (ζj + ω2,−ζk − ω2) , (66)
χII0 =
∏
i
σ(ζi,−ζi)σ(−ζi − ω2, ζi + ω2)
∏
j<k
σ2(ζk,−ζj)σ2(−ζk − ω2, ζj + ω2) , (67)
and
χIII0 =
∏
i
R20(ζi)R20(−ζi − ω2)σ(x1,−ζi)2σ(x2,−ζi)2σ(x1, ζi + ω2)2σ(x2, ζi + ω2)2 . (68)
The first simplification takes place in χI0, which straightforwardly becomes
χI0 =
(
z+
z−
)2−2Q
. (69)
The dressing functions appearing in (67) are not 1 in the weak coupling limit, for magnons with
mirror theory kinematics. However, the products appearing in (67) can be exactly computed using
5This also accounts for the Q < 3 contributions, whose reflection matrices have to be computed separately. They
were found in [24] (Q = 1) and [40] (Q = 2).
6To be used with the matrix that is normalized to 1 for the 3-{3, · · · , 3} reflection.
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the following relation obtained from the crossing properties of the bulk dressing factor,
σ(ζi,−ζj)σ(−ζi − ω2, ζj + ω2) = zi
+
zi−
zj
+
zj−
f(ζj,−ζi)
f(ζj,−ζi − ω2) , (70)
where the function f(ζi, ζj) is defined by eq. (119) in appendix (A). Then,
χII0 =
(
z+
z−
)2Q∏
i
f(ζi,−ζi)
f(ζi,−ζi − ω2)
∏
j<k
f(ζj,−ζk)2
f(ζj,−ζk − ω2)2
=
(
z+
z−
)2Q
4(1 + z−z+)2
(z+ + 1
z+
)(z− + 1
z−
)(z− + z+)2
. (71)
For the final factor χIII0 , it is not possible to exactly simplify the dressing factors. Nonetheless,
it will be convenient to use the following relation
σ(x1,−ζ)σ(x2,−ζ) = −f(ζ, x1)f(ζ, x2)σ(x1, ζ + ω2)σ(x2, ζ + ω2) (72)
which is obtained using crossing and parity symmetry (and also the fact that σ(ζ, x1)σ(ζ, x2) =
σ(ζ,−x1)σ(ζ,−x2)).
We will use this relation and the fact that some of the dressing functions σ are indeed 1 at leading
order in the weak coupling limit. In general, this will depend on how the spectral parameters of
the elementary constituents are taken. We will adopt the same choice as in [14],
z−1 = z
− , z−k = z
+
k−1 , z
+
Q = z
+ , (73)
z+k =
1
2
(
z−k +
1
z−k
+
i
g
+
√(
z−k +
1
z−k
+
i
g
)2
− 4
)
. (74)
Using (59) and taking the weak coupling limit, one finds that (for q > 0) all spectral parameters
of the elementary constituent are order 1
g
, except for z−1 which is order g. Because of these leading
behaviours, when using the perturbative expansion of the bulk dressing factors [43,44]7, one obtains
σ(x1,−ζi)σ(x2,−ζi) = 1 +O(g6) , for i ≥ 2 (75)
and then, using (72),
σ(x1,−ζi)σ(x2,−ζi)σ(x1, ζi+ω2)σ(x2, ζi+ω2) = − 1
f(ζi, x1)f(ζi, x2)
+O(g6) , for i ≥ 2. (76)
By similar arguments one can conclude that
σ(x1,−ζ1)σ(x2,−ζ1)σ(x1, ζ1 + ω2)σ(x2, ζ1 + ω2) = 1 +O(g2) . (77)
7This might seem a naive attempt to compute the analytical continuation of the dressing phase. However, it
appears to be correct for the closed string computations [14, 15], and we will assume it is also for the open string
case we are considering here. It would be interesting to analyze the dressing phase using the integral representation
of [41] as recently done in [42].
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Therefore, to capture the very leading order we can approximate
χIII0 ∼ R20(ζ1)R20(−ζ1 − ω2)
Q∏
i=2
R20(ζi)R20(−ζi − ω2)
f(ζi, x1)2f(ζi, x2)2
=
16
((Q+ 2)2 + q2)2
(
4g2
Q2 + q2
)4
+O(g10) . (78)
Finally, for the total scalar factor we obtain
Rsl(2)Q (ζ)Rsl(2)Q (−ζ − ω2) =
256q2
(Q2 + q2)((Q+ 2)2 + q2)2
(
4g2
Q2 + q2
)4
+O(g10) . (79)
4.3 Leading finite size correction
As discussed in section 2, by the leading finite size correction we mean the leading weak coupling
correction to the vacuum state energy. This is obtained from the boundary Lu¨scher correction,
which for the pseudo-energy uses the approximation,
e−ǫ
(0)
Q
(q) = e−2LE˜Q(q) =
(
4g2
Q2 + q2
)2L
+O(g4L+2). (80)
We will therefore need to relate L and J according to the (somewhat awkward-seeming) L = J−1.8
Therefore, for an operator OZ(Y ZJY )
χQ(q)e
−ǫ
(0)
Q
(q) =
1024Q2q2(q2 +Q2)
((Q− 2)2 + q2)2 ((Q+ 2)2 + q2)2
(
4g2
Q2 + q2
)2J+2
. (81)
We immediately recognize that, as expected, there is a double pole as q → 0. It is interesting to
note this is entirely coming from the Q = 2 contribution,
χ2(q)e
−ǫ
(0)
2 (q) =
4096(4 + q2)
q2(16 + q2)2
(
4g2
4 + q2
)2J+2
. (82)
Thus, for q → 0,
χ2(q)e
−ǫ
(0)
2 (q) ∼ 64g
4J+4
q2
, (83)
which implies, using (34), that
E0(J)− E0(∞) = −4g2J+2 +O(g2J+4) . (84)
Let us recall that
E0(∞) = 2
√
1 + 4g2 = 2 + 4g2 − 4g4 + 8g6 − 20g8 + · · · (85)
8This is related to our choice of the function ηB – see footnote 10.
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For the shortest vacuum states, the leading finite size correction coming from the boundary Lu¨scher
correction can be compared with accessible computations at weak coupling. The above Lu¨scher
correction predicts, for example:
E0(0) = 2 + 0g2 +O(g4) for OZ(Y Y ) (86)
E0(1) = 2 + 4g2 − 8g4 +O(g6) for OZ(Y ZY ) (87)
E0(2) = 2 + 4g2 − 4g4 + 4g6 +O(g8) for OZ(Y Z2Y ) (88)
E0(3) = 2 + 4g2 − 4g4 + 8g6 − 24g8 +O(g10) for OZ(Y Z3Y ). (89)
Some 1, 2, 3 and 4-loop gauge theory perturbative computations can be made to check (86), (87),
(88) and (89) respectively. We now proceed to perform them.
4.4 Explicit perturbative calculations
To test the results of the previous section we need to compute, explicitly on the gauge theory side,
the scale dimension of the operators OZ(Y ZJY ). These operators belong to a closed su(2) sector,
where the full non-planar dilatation operator is known up to two-loop order [2],
D = D0 + g
2D1 + g
4D2 +O(g6) , (90)
where
D0 = tr(Z∂Z + Y ∂Y ) ,
D1 = − 2
N
: tr([Z, Y ][∂Z , ∂Y ]) : , (91)
D2 = − 2
N2
: tr([[Z, Y ], ∂Z ][[∂Z , ∂Y ], Z]) : − 2
N2
: tr([[Z, Y ], ∂Y ][[∂Z , ∂Y ], Y ]) : −2D1 .
Let us first consider the action of D1 on some operator OZ(Y ZJY ). We have essentially two
distinct possibilities: (i) ∂Z acting on a Z of the “determinant” (giant graviton) or (ii) ∂Z acting
on a Z of the ground state.
After a careful inspection, one sees that the first possibility gives only terms which are sub-
leading in the large N limit. The second one gives the leading large N limit terms and to compute
them, one needs to use the following the property:
(∂X2∂X1)
a
b (X1X2)
c
d = Nδ
a
dδ
c
b . (92)
Firstly, this kind of contribution is possible only for L ≥ 1, because two different neighbouring
scalar fields are needed somewhere in the word W defining the ground state. Secondly, these
will sometimes retrieve the same original operator OZ(Y ZJY ) and sometimes an operator like
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OZ(ZY ZJ−1Y ). For the practical purpose, any operator OZ(W), for which W begins or ends with
a scalar field Z should be taken as sub-leading contribution in the large N limit. Such operators
can be exactly re-written as a determinant times a single trace [45], and the mixing with these is
sub-leading in the large N limit.
In conclusion, at 1-loop one obtains
E0(J) =

 2 +O(g
4) , if J = 0
2 + 4g2 +O(g4) , if J ≥ 1
(93)
The action of D2 is of course a bit more involved. To begin with, now there are leading
contributions to the anomalous dimension, when one of the ∂Z acts on the determinant. However,
it is important to note that these are going to be irrelevant for the leading finite size correction of
the operator OZ(Y ZY ). This is so because, whenever a ∂Z acts on the determinant, the leading
contribution is the same for J = 1 and J ≥ 2.
Different contributions for J = 1 and J ≥ 2, and therefore, the responsible ones for the leading
finite size correction of OZ(Y ZY ), come from the action of three consecutive ∂ on three consecutive
scalar fields. The leading terms are obtained using now
(∂X3∂X2∂X1)
a
b (X1X2X3)
c
d = N
2δadδ
c
b . (94)
To be brief, let us just quote the answer for this 2-loop computation,
E0(J) =

 2 + 4g
2 − 8g2 +O(g6) , if J = 1
2 + 4g2 − 4g4 +O(g6) , if J ≥ 2
(95)
So far, the explicit computations (93) and (95) have confirmed the leading finite size corrected
anomalous dimensions of OZ(Y Y ) and OZ(Y ZY ) obtained from the Lu¨scher corrections (86) and
(87). One would like to proceed to higher loops. However, the non-planar su(2) dilatation operator
is not known. Nonetheless, we will show that it is possible to use the 3-loop and 4-loop planar
su(2) dilatation operator of [46] to compute the leading finite size corrections of OZ(Y Z2Y ) and
OZ(Y Z3Y ) respectively.
The argument is simple and runs as follow. Given the operator OZ(Y ZJY ), its leading finite
size correction is expected to be (J + 1)-loop order, because this would give the minimal range of
interaction needed for the boundary impurities to perceive each other. Moreover, at that order,
this interaction between the boundary impurities is possible only if (J + 2) consecutive ∂’s act on
the corresponding (J + 2) consecutive scalar fields. That is, all the (J + 2) ∂’s that would appear
in the (J + 1)-loop non-planar su(2) dilatation operator have to be used. Of course, one should
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also expect contributions to the anomalous dimension when 1 or more ∂Z acts on fields Z of the
determinant. It is just that they will never contribute to the leading finite-size correction.
Therefore, the contribution from the maximal number of consecutive ∂’s acting on consecutive
scalar fields should be enough to account for the leading finite size correction. These ∂ terms should
be the same ones that generate the (J + 1)-loop planar su(2) dilatation operator.
For example, for OZ(Y Z2Y ), the action of 4 consecutive ∂’s can be read from H3, the 3-loop
planar su(2) dilatation operator [46] in the following way. The action of H3 in a block of 4 scalar
fields (X1X2X3X4) is given by
(H3)1234
g6
= 60− 104
3
(P12 + P23 + P34) + 4P12P34 + 12(P12P23 + P23P34 + P23P12 + P34P23)
+4P12P34P23 − 4P23P12P34 − 4P12P23P34 − 4P34P23P12 (96)
where Pi,i+1 is the permutation between two neighboring scalar fields. The action of (96) on a
block (Y ZZY ) gives
H3(Y ZZY ) = g6(60− 1043 )(Y ZZY ) + g6(12 − 1043 )(ZY ZY ) + g6(12− 1043 )(Y ZY Z)
+8g6(Y Y ZZ) + 8g6(ZZY Y ) + 4g6(ZY Y Z)
= g6(60− 1043 )(Y ZZY ) + · · · (97)
We added the last line to emphasize that only the first term will be relevant for us, since all other
take to a Z scalar to the boundary of the block.
This has to be compared against the action of H3 on a block (Y ZJY ) with J ≥ 3. This action
is non trivial on the first and the last blocks of length 4 only,
H3(Y ZZZ · · · ) = g6(84− 2083 )(Y ZZZ · · · ) + · · · (98)
H3(· · ·ZZZY ) = g6(84− 2083 )(· · ·ZZZY ) + · · · (99)
where we have omitted terms in which Z fields are taken to the boundary. Therefore
H3(Y ZJY ) =

 g
6(60− 1043 )(Y ZZY ) + · · · for J = 2
g6(168 − 4163 )(Y ZJY ) + · · · for J ≥ 3
(100)
Following our previous discussion, the difference between the two lines of (100) should be the
leading finite size correction of OZ(Y Z2Y ). This difference gives −4g6, in agreement with the
Lu¨scher correction (88).
Analogously we can compute the leading finite size correction of OZ(Y Z3Y ) from the 4-loop
planar su(2) dilatation operator [46]. The action of H4 in a block of 5 scalar fields (X1X2X3X4X5)
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is now given by
(H4)12345
g8
= −560 − 4β2,3 + (268 + 3β2,3 + 2ǫ3a)(P12 + P23 + P34 + P45)
−(42 + 3β2,3 + 2ǫ3a)(P12P34 + P23P45)− 4P12P45
−(3023 + 43β2,3 + 83ǫ3a)(P12P23 + P23P34 + P34P45 + P23P12 + P34P23 + P45P34)
+(2β2,3 + 2ǫ3a + iǫ3c − 2iǫ3d)(P12P34P23 + P23P45P34)
+(2β2,3 + 2ǫ3a − iǫ3c + 2iǫ3d)(P23P12P34 + P34P23P45)
+(4− 2iǫ3c)(P12P23P45 + P12P45P34) + (4 + 2iǫ3c)(P12P34P45 + P23P12P45)
+(48 + 2ǫ3a)(P12P23P34 + P23P34P45 + P34P23P12 + P45P34P23)
−(6 + β2,3 + 2ǫ3a)(P23P12P34P23 + P34P23P45P34)
+(18 + 4ǫ3a)(P12P34P23P45 + P23P12P45P34)
−(8 + 2ǫ3a + 2iǫ3b)(P12P23P45P34 + P12P45P34P23)
−(8 + 2ǫ3a − 2iǫ3b)(P23P12P34P45 + P34P23P12P45)
−10(P12P23P34P45 + P45P34P23P12) , (101)
where β2,3 = 4ζ(3), ǫ3a = −2− 3ζ(3), iǫ3b = −3− ζ(3).
Acting with H4 on (Y ZJY ) we obtain
H4(Y ZJY ) =

 −
2
3g
8(338 + β2,3 + 2ǫ3a)(Y ZZZY ) + · · · for J = 3
−23g8(332 + β2,3 + 2ǫ3a)(Y ZJY ) + · · · for J ≥ 4
(102)
Therefore, the leading finite size correction of OZ(Y Z3Y ), given by the difference between the two
lines of (102), is −4g8, again in agreement with the Lu¨scher correction (89).
As expected, this result is independent of the actual value of β2,3, which is a transcendental
number. If our finite size correction is right for all J , one should expect that the same will hold for
calculations to higher-loops (and thus for longer vacuum states), i.e. that the final result would be
again independent of the βr,s appearing in the planar su(2) Hamiltonian. Indeed, if one repeats the
computation for OZ(Y Z4Y ) using the 5-loop planar Hamiltonian quoted in [47], one would still get
−4g10. This is so, despite the fact that this 5-loop planar Hamiltonian has the wrong values for the
βr,s (which were fixed so as not to break BMN scaling [48]) and demonstrates that this method of
computing the leading finite size correction is independent of the actual values of βr,s also for the
5-loop example. Perhaps, by further exploiting this fact, an arbitrary loop order calculation can
be performed to reproduce the leading finite size correction −4g2J+2 of an operator OZ(Y ZJY ).
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4.5 Next to leading finite size correction
Here we will consider the next to leading order, in the weak coupling expansion, of the finite size
correction. So far we have seen that, using the Lu¨scher approximation to the pseudo-energy (28),
the leading finite size correction of the operator OZ(Y ZJY ) is order g2J+2. To go beyond the
Lu¨scher approximation, the actual BTBA equations for pseudo-energy would be needed and it is
expected they would incorporate new finite size corrections from order g4J+4. To complete the
intermediate orders one has just to continue using the Lu¨scher approximation, but keep next to
leading orders in the weak coupling expansion of χ(q).
This is straightforward for the matrix part, since we know the exact expression (58) and we
only need to keep an extra order in the weak coupling expansion. Moreover, we only need to keep
track of the Q = 2 term, which is the one producing the double-pole in χ(q)
(
(R2(ζ))1,i1,jCik(R2(−ζ − ω2))1,k1,l Clj
)2
=
16(q2 + 4)2
q4
+
32g2(q4 + 24q2 + 64)
q4
+O(g4) (103)
For the scalar part factor we did not use an exact expression, and (78) can be trusted only at
leading order in the weak coupling limit. This is because we have approximated
σ(x1,−ζ1)σ(x2,−ζ1)σ(x1, ζ1 + ω2)σ(x2, ζ1 + ω2) = 1 +O(g2) , (104)
We need to do better than that if we want to compute the next-to-leading weak coupling order.
Again, we need it only for Q = 2 and for q → 0. Using the perturbative expansion of these dressing
factors, one can conclude that
lim
q→0
σ(x1, ζ1 + ω2)σ(x2, ζ1 + ω2) = 1 +O(g4) (105)
Now, we use it with (72) to obtain
lim
q→0
σ(x1,−ζ1)σ(x2,−ζ1) = − lim
q→0
f(z1, x1)f(z1, x2) +O(g4) (106)
Therefore
lim
q→0
σ(x1,−ζ1)σ(x2,−ζ1)σ(x1, ζ1 + ω2)σ(x2, ζ1 + ω2) = − lim
q→0
f(z1, x1)f(z1, x2) +O(g4)
= 1 +
4ig2
q
+O(g4) (107)
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Then, it turns out that for the χIII0 part
2∏
i=1
R20(zi)R20(−zi − ω2)σ(x1,−zi)2σ(x2,−zi)2σ(x1, zi + ω2)2σ(x2, zi + ω2)2
∼
(
f(z1, x1)f(z1, x2)
f(z2, x1)f(z2, x2)
)2
R20(z1)R20(−z1 − ω2)R20(z2)R20(−z2 − ω2)
=
(
z−
z+
)6
(xB − z−)4(1 + xBz+)4
(xB + z+)2(xB + z−)2(1− xBz−)2(1− xBz+)2
=
(
4g2
4 + q2
)4(
16
(16 + q2)2
+
64g2(q4 − 12q2 − 320)
(4 + q2)(16 + q2)3
+ · · ·
)
(108)
and this approximation could be trusted for the first two leading order of the weak coupling ex-
pansion, in the q → 0 limit. The remaining part of the scalar factor is also under control to this
order. Gathering all the contributions we find that for q → 0
χ2(q)e
−ǫ
(0)
2 (q) ∼ 64g
4J+4
q2
(
1− 4g2(J + 2)) . (109)
Using (34), we conclude that
E0(J)− E0(∞) = −4g2J+2 + 8(J + 2)g2J+4 +O(g2J+6) . (110)
This is valid for J ≥ 1. For J = 0, the next BTBA order, which we are not taking into account,
would contribute to the same sub-leading weak coupling order.
The result (110) is much harder to test in general. Indeed, for the simplest case J = 1, one
would need a 3-loop order computation. This range of interaction exceeds the length of chain and
so the analysis using the planar dilation operator will not suffice. Nevertheless, we can provide
some evidence that this next-to-leading finite size correction is right by using the nice interplay
between alternative points of view we described in the introduction. Recall that the operators we
are considering can be analyzed both
(i) as Y impurities in the background of scalar fields Z, and
(ii) as Z impurities in the background of scalar fields Y .
Because in both cases the boundaries are specified by a determinant of scalar fields Z, these
two points of view are genuinely inequivalent as far as the asymptotic (J → ∞) Bethe ansatz is
concerned. The anomalous dimension of a given operator can be computed using either asymptotic
Bethe ansatz, and both answers will capture the correct, finite-volume, anomalous dimension only
to a certain order in weak-coupling perturbation theory. What is interesting is that the two answers
generally do not fail at the same order, so that it is possible to use the more efficient viewpoint to
test the finite size correction of the less efficient one.
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Let us illustrate this with two examples. Consider first the operator OZ(Y Y ). From the point of
view (i), the asymptotic description gives for the anomalous dimension 2
√
1 + 4g2− 2 = 4g2+ · · · .
The corresponding finite size correction was already at 1-loop and precisely equal to −4g2. From
this point of view we have a vanishing 1-loop anomalous dimension only after incorporating the
leading finite size correction. What is remarkable is that the point of view (ii), predicts a vanishing
1-loop anomalous dimension for the operator OZ(Y Y ), with no need to incorporate the finite size
corrections corresponding to this point of view9
Let us turn now to the operator OZ(Y ZY ). From the point of view (i), the anomalous di-
mension, after taking into account leading and next-to-leading finite size corrections (110), is given
by
2
√
1 + 4g2 − 2− 4g4 + 24g6 = 4g2 − 8g4 + 32g6 +O(g8) (111)
From the point of view (ii), OZ(Y ZY ) is seen at weak coupling as a magnon with momentum
p = π2 +O(g6). Moreover this asymptotic description is not expected to receive finite size correction
until order g8. Thus, by adopting the point of view (ii), one has that the anomalous dimension of
OZ(Y ZY ) is √
1 + 16g2 sin2(π4 +O(g6))− 1 = 4g2 − 8g4 + 32g6 +O(g8). (112)
Therefore, for the operator OZ(Y ZY ), the ABA result for the point of view (ii) agrees with that
of (i) with the first two leading finite size correction orders incorporated.
5 Outlook
In this paper we used boundary the Lu¨scher correction to compute the leading (and in some cases
next-to-leading in g2) finite-size corrections to the anomalous dimensions of various operators. For
operators of the form
OY (ZJ) ≡ ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNY
j1
i1
· · ·Y jN−1iN−1 (ZJ)
jN
iN
, (113)
we confirmed that the anomalous dimension vanishes (in the large N limit) to all orders in the ’t
Hooft coupling and for any J .
On the other hand, for operators of the form
OZ(Y ZJY ) ≡ ǫi1,··· ,iNj1,··· ,jNZ
j1
i1
· · ·ZjN−1iN−1 (Y ZLY )
jN
iN
, (114)
we found that the resulting predictions for the finite-size anomalous dimensions match those ob-
tained by direct gauge theory calculations, which we also performed.
9This is quite an exceptional example, because the finite size corrections are exactly vanishing.
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These open-boundaries calculations, on both gauge theory and worldsheet QFT sides, do not
have the intricacy of the closed-boundaries Konishi calculation in [14, 16]. Our hope is that this
simplicity at the leading Lu¨scher approximation means that direct checks of subsequent orders
beyond the Lu¨scher approximation against gauge theory calculations will be possible in the fore-
seeable future. Such tests are important to perform because they would, for the first time, involve
corrections to the pseudo-energy coming from actual BTBA equations – and they seem unlikely to
be feasible in the closed-boundaries case, where the analogous TBA order would require an 8-loop
gauge theory calculation.
Generalizing this boundary TBA method, in order to compute finite size correction of excited
state energies, would also be of interest. This would allow for more elaborate verifications, by
further exploiting the interplay between alternative points of view we described in the section 4.5.
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A Crossing properties of the bulk dressing factor
The bulk S-matrix S(x1, x2) takes the following schematic form:
Sfull(x1, x2) = S
2
0(x1, x2)
(
Sˆ
su(2|2)(x1, x2)⊗ Sˆsu′(2|2)(x1, x2)
)
. (115)
where the overall scalar factor S0(x1, x2)
2 is related to dressing factor σ(x1, x2) by
S0(x1, x2)
2 =
(x+1 − x−2 )(1 − 1x−1 x+2 )
(x−1 − x+2 )(1 − 1x+1 x−2 )
1
σ2(x1, x2)
, (116)
Recall that crossing transformation can be implemented by shifting the rapidity along the
imaginary axis ζ ± ω2. To implement crossing transformation in the dressing factor consistently
with unitarity, one has to define the shifts in the two arguments with opposite signs. We will be
using:
σ(ζ1 + ω2, ζ2)σ(ζ1, ζ2) =
x−(ζ2)
x+(ζ2)
f(x1, x2) , (117)
σ(ζ1, ζ2 − ω2)σ(ζ1, ζ2) = x
+(ζ1)
x−(ζ1)
f(x1, x2) , (118)
where the function f(z1, x2) is given by
f(x1, x2) ≡ (x
−
1 − x+2 )(1− 1/x+1 x+2 )
(x−1 − x−2 )(1− 1/x+1 x−2 )
=
(x−1 − x+2 )(1 − 1/x−1 x−2 )
(x+1 − x+2 )(1 − 1/x+1 x−2 )
. (119)
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The unitarity condition for the scalar factor reads
S0(z1, z2)S0(z2, z1) = 1 , ⇔ σ(z1, z2)σ(z2, z1) = 1 . (120)
B Boundary reflection matrices for Q-magnon bound states
In this appendix we compute the reflection matrices for a bulk bound state of Q magnons from a
“Z = 0” boundary; that is, a boundary carrying the fundamental representation with labels as in
(51).
As in [14] we will first consider the case of a bulk degree of freedom in a graded-symmetric short
representation, denoted VQ. This representation can be regarded [49] as consisting of homogeneous
polynomials of degree Q in the variables w1, w2, θ1, θ2, where the w are bosonic, the θ fermionic.
The generators of su(2|2) are realized as
Rab = w
a ∂
∂wb
− 1
2
δabw
c ∂
∂wc
, Lαβ = θ
α ∂
∂θβ
− 1
2
δαβ θ
γ ∂
∂θγ
(121)
Qαa = a θ
α ∂
∂wa
+ b ǫabǫ
αβwb
∂
∂θβ
, Saα = c ǫ
abǫαβθ
β ∂
∂wb
+ dwa
∂
∂θα
(122)
with the parameters a, b, c, d as in (38). Likewise, the boundary states correspond to homogeneous
polynomials of degree 1 in variables w′1, w′2, θ′1, θ′2 and the action of the symmetry algebra is as
above with primes inserted throughout and the parameters a, b, c, d taken from (51).
The tensor product V1 ⊗ VQ of boundary and bulk representations decomposes into the direct
sum of 10 irreducible components10 with respect to the bosonic symmetries su(2)⊕su(2). We follow
precisely the conventions of [14] in choosing bases vA1 , v
A
2 , . . . , v
A
10 of these su(2)⊕su(2)-irreps and a
complete set Λji of su(2)⊕ su(2)-intertwiners. For the sake of brevity, the reader is referred to [14]
for the definitions. The reflection matrix is then of the form
R(p, ξ) =
∑
ai,j(p, ξ)Λ
j
i (123)
for some coefficient functions ai,j. As an su(2|2) representation the tensor product V1 ⊗ VQ is
irreducible (for generic values of the parameters) and so demanding that R commute with the
supersymmetries fixes all the ratios between the ai,j.
Let us consider a left boundary. The parameters ξ and p before and after scattering are then
as in (53). In the normalization with a1,1 = 1, we find that the other coefficients are as follows.
a5,5 =
η˜B
ηB
(z−)2 + z+xB
z+(xB + z+)
, a9,9 =
η˜B η˜
ηBη
z−(−xB + z−)
z+(xB + z+)
(124)
10There are 10 components for all Q > 2. For Q = 2 there are 9 and for Q = 1, 6. See [49].
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a5,6 =
√
Q
η˜B
η
(z+ + z−)(z+ − z−)
(xB + z+)z+
, a6,5 =
√
Q
η˜
ηB
xB(z
+ + z−)
z+(xB + z+)
(125)
a6,6 = Q
η˜
η
(z+)2 − z−xB
(xB + z+)z+
(126)
a10,10 =
2
Q− 1
η˜2
η2
(−xB + z−)(z−xB + 1)
(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (127)
a7,7 = − 2
Q
η˜
η
(−xB + z−)(z+ − xB(z−)2)
z−(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (128)
a8,8 =
1
2
η˜B η˜
2
ηBη2
(xB(z
+)2 + z−)z−(−xB + z−)
(z+)2(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (129)
a8,7 = − i√
Q
η˜B η˜
2
e2iξη
(z+ + z−)z−(−xB + z−)
(z+)2(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (130)
a7,8 = − i√
Q
η˜e2iξ
ηBη2
(z+ + z−)(z+ − z−)(−xB + z−)xB
z−(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (131)
a3,2 =
2i√
Q
η˜B η˜
e2iξ
((z−)2 + z+xB)(z
+ + z−)
(z+)2(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1) (132)
a2,3 =
2i√
Q
e2iξ
ηηB
(z−)2 + z+xB)(z
+ + z−)(z+ − z−)xB
(xB + z+)(z−)2(z+xB − 1) (133)
a2,4 =
i(Q− 1)
Q
e2iξ
η2
(z+ − z−)2(z+ + z−)2xB
(xB + z+)(z+xB − 1)(z−)2 (134)
a3,4 =
Q− 1√
Q
η˜B η˜
η2
(xB(z
+)2 + z−)(z+ + z−)(z+ − z−)
(xB + z+)(z+)2(z+xB − 1) (135)
a2,2 = − 2
Q(Q+ 1)
1
(xB + z+)(z−)2(z+xB − 1)
(
Q(z−)2z+ + (Q+ 1)xB(z
+)2 (136)
− (Q+ 1)xB(z−)4 −Qx2B(z−)2z+ + (z−)2xB(z+)2 − xB(z−)2
)
(137)
a3,3 =
η˜B η˜
ηBη
2x2B(z
+)3 + (z+)2z−x2B + (z
−)2xB(z
+)2 + z+xBz
− + (z−)2z+ + 2(z−)3
(z+xB − 1)(z+)2(xB + z+) (138)
a4,4 =
Q− 1
2Q
η˜2
η2
1
(xB + z+)(z+)2(z+xB − 1)
(
(Q− 1)(z+)4xB − (z+)3z−xB + (z−)2xB(z+)2
+ 2Q(z+)2z− +Q(z−)2z+ +Qx2B(z
−)2z+ + (z−)3xBz
+ −QxB(z−)2
)
(139)
a4,2 = − i
Q
η˜2
e2iξ
(z+ + z−)
(z+ − z−)(z+xB − 1)(z+)2(xB + z+)
(
(z−)2xB(z
+)2 − (Q− 1)xB(z+)2
−Qx2B(z−)2z+ − z+xBz− −Q(z−)2z+ − (z−)3xBz+ +QxB(z−)2
)
(140)
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a4,3 =
1√
Q
η˜2
ηBη
(z+ + z−)
(z+ − z−)(z+xB − 1)(z+)2(xB + z+) ×(
(Q− 1)x2B(z+)3 − (z−)2xB(z+)2 − (Q− 1)(z+)2z−x2B
+Qz+xBz
− +Qx2B(z
−)2z+ +Q(z−)2z+ + (z−)3xBz
+ −QxB(z−)2
)
. (141)
Here η and η˜ are the functions in (38) before and after scattering respectively. They are given as
functions of p and ξ by (39); this choice is the “string basis” of [50]. It is perhaps not entirely clear
how the corresponding boundary functions ηB and η˜B should depend on ξ and xB. We have made
the choice (52),11 which has the merit that the reflection matrix then becomes independent of the
phase ξ. This in turn makes parity symmetry manifest, in the sense that the reflection matrix for
a right boundary is (we have verified) related to the left reflection matrix above by
Rright(p) = R(−p). (142)
Of course, as in [14], we really want the reflection matrix for graded-antisymmetric represen-
tations, which are believed to be the physical bound-states of the mirror theory. This amounts
to exchanging 1 ↔ 3, 2 ↔ 4, which is effectively a ↔ d, b ↔ c in (122). Conveniently, this is in
turn achieved by z± 7→ −z∓, which is just the parity transformation, together with ξ 7→ −ξ + π in
a, b, c, d, which has no effect on R(p).
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